The Evolution Continues

The CityLine Series of windows provides a unique balance of strength, energy efficiency, innovative design and flexibility. By leveraging our years of advanced architectural design, engineering expertise and manufacturing capabilities, we are able to deliver the next generation of thermally enhanced residential architectural grade aluminum windows featuring OptiCore technology.

Architectural Grade Aluminum Interior
Architectural Grade Aluminum Exterior

Wood Windows That Endure

The TimberLine Wood Window Series truly is the evolution of wood windows. Specially designed and engineered to create a long-lasting, window that offers the beauty of wood in combination with advanced OptiCore Technology that ensures superior thermal and structural performance while offering a myriad of IDEA options for your home.

Wood Interior
Architectural Grade Aluminum Exterior

List of Aluminum Colors
- 34 Quick Pick Colors
- 11 Popular Colors
- 16 Impressive Colors
- 7 Resembles Colors
- Unlimited Custom Colors

List of Wood Colors
- Prime and Pre-finished
- Custom Colors

*Note: Although every effort is made, printed colors may not accurately reflect the actual paint color. For an exact color match, please contact your Quaker dealer for an actual color sample. Quaker does not assume any responsibility for any misrepresentations of our colors.

Architectural Grade Aluminum Interior
Architectural Grade Aluminum Exterior

The Quaker Difference

For 70 Years

The Quaker Difference seal and promise is a standard of quality, engineering, craftsmanship and innovation that Quaker builds into every window and door. It is this attention to detail and manufacturing excellence that distinguishes Quaker from other window and door companies in America. It is providing more than windows, it's providing the "Right Solution" for our customers.
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Strong, Beautiful, Energy Efficient.

CityLine and TimberLine Windows

All this and more can be yours with the CityLine and TimberLine Series of Windows featuring OptiCore Technology from Quaker. So many options with so many design possibilities.

Superior Structural Performance

CityLine and TimberLine windows offer superior structural performance. For homeowners, builders, developers and architects, the difficult challenge in the past was that they had to compromise on energy efficiency if they wanted windows that offered strength and durability. The same was true if energy efficiency was the key feature when selecting windows. Now, compromise is eliminated with OptiCore Technology enhanced windows.

OptiCore Technology™ is Quaker's Patent Pending design technology that allows a single framing system to offer both a wood or aluminum interior and generate performance, thermal and STC that set it apart from other wood, aluminum and even vinyl windows thermally.

IDEA Essentials

The Quaker IDEA Essentials offer you the design flexibility to realize your vision, without compromising strength, durability or energy efficiency. Wood or Aluminum Interior. Aluminum exterior. Different colors. Imagine large beautiful rich looking wood windows on the interior of your home and sleek Agate Grey aluminum windows for the exterior. Or you may prefer New Bone White Aluminum windows on the interior and Moss Green Aluminum windows on the exterior. Whatever you envision, Quaker has the IDEA Essentials to turn it into reality.

Innovative Design Enhanced Adaptability

Interior and Exterior Features

Select a modern square or more traditional beveled glazing system with internal grids, or SDL “Simulated Divided Lites” to reflect your own design style. For larger windows, OptiCore windows feature contemporary slate profile architecture grade hardware designed for maximum ease of operation.

Size and Combination Flexibility

Size and combination options allow you to expand your views, more natural daylight and the ability to enjoy your outside environment year round from the comfort of your home. Quaker OptiCore windows feature larger size and combination options while maintaining the performance levels of a commercial rated architectural product.

Installation Options

CityLine and TimberLine windows offer a variety of labor saving installation options that can save you money, installation time and enhance the long lasting performance of your windows.

Advanced Thermal Performance

Energy efficiency in windows is more important than it has ever been. Lower fuel bills, healthier environment with the reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, better home insulation, less stress and reduced window maintenance are key benefits of energy efficient windows. CityLine and TimberLine windows provide superior thermal performance, which translates to substantial energy efficiency.

Excellent STC-Sound Performance

Decibel noise from traffic and neighbors can affect your comfort levels and even your sleep patterns. One of the easiest ways to reduce outdoor noise pollution and efforts you make inside soundproofing is with Quaker windows featuring OptiCore technology. Our windows help to create a more comfortable and healthier environment for you and your family by offering a variety of glass packages designed to reduce sound transmitted through your windows.
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Wood Windows That Endure
The TimberLine Wood Window Series truly is the evolution of wood windows. Specially designed and engineered to create a long-lasting, window that offers the beauty of wood in combination with advanced OptiCore Technology that ensures superior thermal and structural performance while offering a myriad of IDEA options for your home.
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Aluminum

The Evolution Continues
The CityLine Series of windows provides a unique balance of strength, energy efficiency, innovative design and flexibility. By leveraging our years of advanced architectural design, engineering expertise and manufacturing capabilities we are able to deliver the next generation of thermally enhanced residential architectural grade aluminum windows featuring OptiCore technology.
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CityLine and TimberLine Windows

All this and more can be yours with the CityLine and TimberLine Series of Windows featuring OptiCore Technology from Quaker. So many options with so many different design possibilities.

Superior Structural Performance

CityLine and TimberLine windows offer superior structural performance. For homeowners, builders, developers and architects, the difficult challenge in the past was that they had to compromise on energy efficiency if they wanted windows that offered strength and durability. The same was true if energy efficiency was the key feature when selecting windows. Now, compromise is eliminated with OptiCore Technology enhanced windows.

Advanced Thermal Performance

Energy efficiency in windows is more important than it has ever been. Lower fuel bills, healthier environment with the reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, better home insulation, tax credits and reduced window maintenance are key benefits of energy efficient windows. CityLine and TimberLine windows provide superior thermal performance, which translates to exceptional energy efficiency.

Excellent STC-Sound Performance

Outside noise from traffic and neighbors can affect your comfort levels and even your sleep patterns. One of the easiest ways to reduce outside noise pollution and afford you more inside sound privacy is with Quaker windows featuring OptiCore technology. Our windows help to create a more comfortable and healthier environment for you and your family by offering a variety of glass packages designed to reduce sound transmitted through your windows.

IDEA ESSENTIALS

Innovative Design-Enhanced Adaptability

CityLine and TimberLine Windows

The Quaker IDEA Essentials offer you the design flexibility to realize your vision, without compromising strength, durability or energy efficiency. Wood or Aluminum Interior. Aluminum exterior. Different colors. Imagine large beautiful rich looking wood windows on the interior of your home and sleek Agate Grey aluminum windows for the exterior. Or you may prefer New Bone White Aluminum windows on the interior and Moss Green Aluminum windows on the exterior. Whatever you envision, Quaker has the IDEA Essentials to turn it into reality.

Innovative Design Enhanced Adaptability

Interior and Exterior Features

Select a modern square or more traditional beveled glazing system with internal grids, or SDL “Simulated Divided Lites” to reflect your own design style. For larger windows, OptiCore windows feature contemporary neoprene profile architecture grade hardware designed for maximum ease of operation.

Size and Combination Flexibility

Assorted combinations and sizes offer you superior views, more natural daylight and the ability to enjoy your outside environment year round from the comfort of your home. Quaker OptiCore windows feature larger size and combination options while maintaining the performance levels of a commercial rated architectural product.

Installation Options

CityLine and TimberLine windows offer a variety of labor saving installation options that can save you money, installation time and enhance the long lasting performance of your windows.
**Strong, Beautiful, Energy Efficient.**

CityLine and TimberLine Windows

All this and more can be yours with the Cityline and Timberline Series of Windows featuring OptiCore Technology from Quaker. So many options with so many different design possibilities.

**Superior Structural Performance**

Quaker Cityline and Timberline windows offer superior structural performance. For homeowners, builders, developers and architects, the difficult challenge in the past was that they had to compromise on energy efficiency if they wanted windows that offered strength and durability. The same was true if energy efficiency was the key feature when selecting windows. Now, compromise is eliminated with OptiCore Technology enhanced windows.

**Advanced Thermal Performance**

Energy efficiency of windows is more important than it has ever been. Lower fuel bills, healthier environment with the reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, better home insulation, tax credits and reduced window maintenance are key benefits of energy efficient windows. Cityline and Timberline windows provide superior thermal performance, which translates to exceptional energy efficiency.

**Excellent STC-Sound Performance**

Excessive noise from traffic and neighbors can affect your comfort levels and even your sleep patterns. One of the easiest ways to reduce outside noise pollution and affect your home inside sound privacy is with Quaker windows featuring OptiCore technology. Our windows are designed to create a more comfortable and healthier environment for you and your family by offering a variety of glass packages designed to reduce sound transmitted through your windows.

**IDEA ESSENTIALS**

Innovative Design Enhanced Adaptability

CityLine and TimberLine Windows

The Quaker IDEA Essentials offer you the design flexibility to realize your vision, without compromising strength, durability or energy efficiency. Wood or Aluminum Interior. Aluminum exterior. Different colors. Imagine large beautiful rich looking wood windows on the interior of your home and sleek Agate Grey aluminum windows for the exterior. Or you may prefer New Bone White Aluminum windows on the interior and Moss Green Aluminum windows on the exterior. Whatever you envision, Quaker has the IDEA Essentials to turn it into reality.

**Innovative Design Enhanced Adaptability**

Interior and Exterior Features

Select a modern square or more traditional beveled glazing system with internal grids, or SDL “Simulated Divided Lites” to reflect your own design style. For larger windows, OptiCore windows feature contemporary die-cast architectural grade hardware designed for maximum ease of operation.

**Size and Combination Flexibility**

Expansive views, more natural daylight and the ability to enjoy your outside environment year round from the comfort of your home. Quaker OptiCore windows feature larger size and combination options while maintaining the performance levels of a commercial rated architectural product.

**Installation Options**

Cityline and Timberline windows offer a variety of labor saving installation options that can save you money, installation time and enhance the long lasting performance of your windows.

*Patent Pending*
The Evolution Continues

The CityLine Series of windows provides a unique balance of strength, energy efficiency, innovative design and flexibility. By leveraging our years of advanced architectural design, engineering expertise and manufacturing capabilities, we are able to deliver the next generation of thermally enhanced residential architectural grade aluminum windows featuring OptiCore technology.
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A Spectrum Of Color

The Quaker Difference
For 70 Years

The Quaker Difference seal and promise is a standard of quality, engineering, craftsmanship and innovation that Quaker builds into every window and door. It is that attention to detail and manufacturing excellence that distinguishes Quaker from all other windows and door companies in America. It is providing more than windows, it’s providing the “Right Solution” for our customers.
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Wood Windows That Endure

The TimberLine Wood Window Series truly is the evolution of wood windows. Specially designed and engineered to create a long-lasting window that offers the beauty of wood in combination with advanced OptiCore Technology that ensures superior thermal and structural performance while offering a myriad of IDEA options for your home.
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A Spectrum Of Color

*Note: Although every effort is made, printed colors may not accurately reflect the actual paint color. For an exact color match, please contact your Quaker dealer for an actual color sample. Quaker does not assume any responsibility for any misrepresentations of our colors.

Toffee
Beige
Earth tone
White
Sandstone
Holly
Green
Redwood
Chestnut
Black
Dark Bronze
Satin Creme
Champagne
Light Range
Champagne
Dark Range
Clear Anodized
Light Bronze Anodized
Dark Bronze Anodized
Light Range
Dark Bronze Anodized
Dark Range
New Bone
White
New Dark Bronze
Oyster
White
Patina Green
Polar White
Agate Grey
Beige Grey
Burgundy Gloss Black
Interstate Blue
Moss Green
Sky White II
Teal Slate Gray
Metallic Grey
Telegrey
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